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A challenging puzzle platformer inspired by games like Limbo and Badland.
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A pretty hollow clone of Limbo. The art is pretty good. The game play mechanics are reprehensible. Is it a skill based
platformer? No the controls are too sloppy and levels to indistinct. Is it a puzzle game? No, all the puzzle are bland and require
discovering randomly hidden portions of the terrain with no hint as to where. Or they require mindless trial and error. Like
litterally guessing a 5 digit code that requires you to renter the same part you've learned over and over as you go through it. Like
guessing a bike lock with a more frustrating interface. Collecting the little guys in the cages is very un-rewarding. Why am I
trying to save them? They kind of look like me. The atmostphere is fairly random and really lacks the depth and feel of limbo.
Also it has a fairly halfu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665physics implementation. It's like it's trying to immitate
physics and just doesn't come close. So everything suffers. The deaths, the puzzle, the switches. This game just feels like
someone's first run at making a game.. yes, is not cool as Limbo, but if you like this kind on games it's worth grabbing it.
Another Limbo clone the game got some bugs here and there and i got stuck in the environment couple of times. but the game
got some good music and puzzles This game is 1 man job and i got it with offer for about 75% off and for that price tag it's a
good pick and can afford about 3.5 hours of gameplay to completely finish it 100% 6/10. If you expect a Limbo clone, don't get
this game. The visuals are there, but everything else really isn't and IMO they tried to play the Limbo card on a poorly executed
puzzle game. Gameplay is at points infuriating. Not a very captivating story, fairly bland audio and most of the "puzzles" are
jump timing based. Spike hitboxes poorly done(walking in to the side of a stationary vertical spike kills you) Platform edges can
glitch with your character and you will either fall or get stuck Unmarked hidden areas Unmarked hidden areas that are actually
part of your puzzle to advance(not sure who decided bumping blindly in to walls would be enjoyable gameplay) Poorly done
"kill areas", you have to walk on something and die to it without it even being marked, feels very cheap.. This game is very
similair to LIMBO. Compared to LIMBO this game is: -Much more colorful -Much more gameplay variety. -Slightly harder
-The same type of plot -Slightly more reliant on invisible passages. -Much less famous -Much shorter Overall I'd say it's about as
good as LIMBO, so if you like LIMBO you'll like this. If you didn't play LIMBO play it first.. This is a LIMBO rip-off but is
worse in almost every regard - except the graphics. But is has some new features: minigames and rescue all "Mudokons". I do
not recommend it but I would say it is playable to some people. But these aren't necessarily the same who liked LIMBO. Every
inch you progress is a trial-and-error death trap with lots of hidden rooms covered in darkness. You won't make a lot of
informed choices, instead it's more about memorization and execution. LIMBO on the other hand is about unique situations and
set pieces and creates more atmosphere - therefore it's more memorable. Toby is not. The overall direction is uninspired.. The
similarities with Limbo are definitely there, with less visual poetry and more variety. Toby is a good puzzle platformer, with a
good challenge level and solid gameplay. If you like 2D platformers like Limbo, youu00b4ll love this game. Sadly, it does little
to change or expand on the formula set forth by Limbo. Regardless Toby is a charming platformer with plenty of fun challenges
and difficult obstacles to overcome. http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=583552835&fileuploadsuccess=1
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=583551865 Unlocked all achievements!. No where near as good as
limbo, puzzles are not hard, its mostly about spotting a secret door or getting the timing right when moving. Game was pretty
short as well, ok for u00a31, but I wouldn't pay u00a37.
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